
Question: A customer of ours

with a 2007 Peugeot 207 is

complaining of a knocking noise

from the steering mechanism

when manoeuvring or parking.

We have heard the knocking

noise and believe it may be

coming from the power steering

motor or the steering rack. Our

customer would be reluctant to

replace both components, as

they are expensive parts. Do you

know if there are cheaper repairs available for

these components?

Answer: Yes, from the knocking noise

you have described we are aware of one fix for

the Peugeot 207 up to 04/02/08 (RPO 11410).

The knocking noise is due to friction between

the steering rack and the electric power

steering (EPS) motor housing. Clean the area

around the electric power steering (EPS) motor

housing. Slacken the EPS motor mounting bolt

Fig.1.1. Turn the steering to full RH lock. Apply

aerosol grease to mating surfaces of EPS motor

housing and the steering rack for 3-5 seconds

Fig.1.2. Tighten the EPS motor mounting bolt

to 23 Nm Fig.1.1. Turn the steering from lock

to lock several times. Carry out manoeuvres in

the vehicle to confirm that the knocking noise

has been

resolved.
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Over 1,000
stabiliser links
in the febi range 

Revive has launched two

new tools for service

reset and EPB functions on

both VAG and Land Rovers

vehicles. Both tools are

simple plug and play

devices and are totally

subscription free. 

From simple caliper

retraction on the Passat, to

the more involved pad calibration required on

the newer A8, the Revive SLR/ EPB reset tool can

provide a solution. 

Land Rover Tool functions:
• Resets the service indicator on the vehicle

• EPB Release - Releases the cable to allow the

brakes to be changed on the vehicle

• Cable Reset - Resets the cable after the

emergency cable release has been activated

• EPB Un-jam - Allows the EPB to be un-jammed

when the vehicle has entered a state when

brakes screech when applying the park 

brake, the rear brakes squeak or rub when the

vehicle is moving or there is evidence of shoe-

drag.

• Clear Codes - This allows the user to clear any

codes that are on or have been present as a

result of the emergency cable being activated or

the park brake becoming jammed.

VAG tool Functions:
• Open Callipers - Retracts callipers to allow

access to the pads and discs safely, also required

when fitting a new calliper, park brake motor,

wheel hub etc.

• Close Callipers - After servicing the calliper can

be returned to the correct position.

• Basic Setting - Cycles the braking system 3

times to allow correct movement and function

to be checked.

• Open Calliper With Pad Change - For the A8

the wear indicator is also reset by entering the

pad thickness either after new or cleaned pads

have been fitted to the vehicle.

• Close Calliper With Pad Change - For the A8

the wear indicator reset is confirmed using this

process.

• Tilt Angle Calibration - For vehicles fitted with

"Auto Hold" systems this sensor can be re-

calibrated after removal or replacement.

Revive introduces VAG and Land Rover
reset tools 

febi supplies over 1,000 stabiliser links

in a range for a variety of vehicle makes

and models, including especially good

coverage on Audi, Mercedes, Peugeot

and Volkswagen. febi says all its stabiliser

links are of OE matching quality and

undergo stringent quality checking. This

includes testing for dimensional stability,

material quality, tensile strength and

hardness.

febi also supplies a variety of

stabiliser links as part of a ProKit, saving

garages time and money. febi ProKits

contain all the components needed for a

repair, offering practical, tailor-made

solutions for workshops to ensure

customer satisfaction.

Stabiliser links are vital to vehicle

stability absorbing impacts from potholes

and poor road surfaces. If a stabiliser link

becomes worn or faulty, the handling and

ability to absorb shocks will suffer,

creating too much sway when turning.

This leads to an uncomfortable ride

experience and reduced efficiency. It can

also have serious safety implications. febi

say It is crucial that stabiliser links are

replaced at the earliest signs of wear. This

not only maintains vehicle handling and

safety but also improves fuel economy,

lowers emissions and enhances the

driving experience. 

Details of the extensive febi
stabiliser link range can be found on
Partsfinder, the febi online parts
catalogue at
www.partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.
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